
My Second Semester of UTAing

This second semester of being a teaching assistant was more fun than the

previous one! This semester, I knew I wanted to take a more front seat approach to

teaching students instead of doing mostly grading. My mentor even let me give a lecture

to the class on one of my favorite topics: phase portraits. While I don’t think I gave an

expert lecture, it was a great experience to be in front of a classroom and work through

difficult problems with the class!

My other tasks throughout the semester were to create problem solving videos

addressing the topics from the week in order to prepare students for the weekly quizzes.

Making a switch to recording office hours made them much more accessible to

students, especially students who didn’t plan ahead. A couple of students told me that

they really appreciated being able to get worked out solutions and examples on the fly. I

also created similar video solutions for the quizzes. These videos that I made

throughout the semester resulted in a great study guide for students as they prepared

for their exams at the end of the semester. This semester, I learned about how to move

slowly through problems and how to give lectures in a more effective manner.

Compared with last semester, the students in this class were much more willing

to ask me questions about homework and my solutions. A couple of students would

email me their work and ask me to review and help them out. The one gripe I have with

the program is that the required weekly seminars will be moving to fully online next

semester, which just lessens the bonding opportunities with other UTAs.



Thank you to the UTA Program for another great semester! Being able to teach a

lecture and get feedback on my teaching from students and professors was the

highlight!


